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DISTINCT ELECTROCORTICAL AND BEHAVIORAL
EVIDENCE FOR INCREASED ATTENTION TO THREAT

IN GENERALIZED ANXIETY DISORDER

Annmarie MacNamara, M.A. and Greg Hajcak, Ph.D.�

Background: Neural activity is increasingly used in addition to behavioral
measures to study anxiety and attentional biases toward threatening stimuli.
Event-related potentials (ERPs) might be particularly useful because of their
excellent temporal resolution. In particular, the late positive potential (LPP)
reflects increased attention to emotional stimuli—and was recently found to be
larger with increasing state anxiety. This study sought to examine the LPP
among individuals with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD). Methods: Fifteen
individuals with GAD and 15 healthy controls (HCs) viewed briefly presented
pairs of aversive and neutral pictures that were presented to the left and right of,
as well as above and below, fixation on each trial; ERP and behavioral measures
were recorded as participants indicated whether the horizontal or vertical image
pairs were the same or different. Results: Aversive pictures presented in
unattended locations were associated with more errors overall, and this effect
was larger in GAD than HC participants. Moreover, aversive targets elicited
larger LPPs across all participants; this difference was larger in GAD than HC
participants when distracters were neutral. Conclusions: Threatening stimuli
presented in both target and distracting spatial locations have a greater impact
on GAD than HC participants. Behavioral and ERP measures provide
complimentary indices of attention toward threat in GAD. In terms of
attentional control theory, behavioral interference indexes impaired processing
effectiveness, whereas the LPP might index reduced processing efficiency in
GAD. Both measures may provide unique windows onto how increased
stimulus-driven attention to threat impacts and characterizes GAD. Depression
and Anxiety 27 : 234–243, 2010. rr 2010 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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Increased attention to threatening stimuli has been
implicated in the development and maintenance of
anxiety.[1–6] A variety of behavioral studies support the
notion that anxiety biases spatial attention toward the
location of threatening compared to neutral stimuli. For
example, in the dot-probe paradigm,[7] one emotional
and one neutral stimulus are briefly presented on the
screen; following their offset, participants must respond
as quickly as possible to a target that appears in the
location of one stimulus. Because faster responses
should occur for targets that appear in attended
compared to unattended locations, an attentional bias
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to threat is suggested by the tendency for anxious
participants to respond faster to targets that appear in
the place of the threatening stimulus.[7–10] Thus, when
there is competition for visual resources, anxiety may
bias attention toward threatening stimuli.[11]

More recently, research has investigated attentional
biases toward threatening stimuli that are presented in
either task-relevant or task-irrelevant spatial locations;
these studies have further examined neural correlates of
biased attention toward threat. For example, Bishop
et al.[12] designed a task for fMRI in which participants
simultaneously viewed pictures of faces and houses: on
each trial, two houses were presented in either a
horizontal (i.e., to the left and right of fixation) or
vertical (i.e., above and below fixation) pair—the other
pair of images were faces, which could be either neutral
or fearful. Participants were instructed to attend one
pair of pictures on each trial and to indicate whether
the target pictures were the same or different. Results
showed that amygdala activation to unattended fearful
faces was associated with state anxiety, suggesting that
task-irrelevant threatening information receives in-
creased processing as a function of state levels of
anxiety—and that the amygdala may be a key neural
structure mediating biased attention to threat in
anxiety. Trait and state levels of anxiety appear to have
dissociable effects on the recruitment of neural
resources in studies that utilize fMRI. Work by Bishop
et al.[13] found that under conditions of low perceptual
load, state anxiety was associated with increased activity
in the amygdala and superior temporal sulcus for
threatening compared with neutral distracters, whereas
trait anxiety was associated with the decreased recruit-
ment of frontal regions associated with controlled
processing on these trials. Thus, state and trait anxiety
may contribute through different routes to attentional
biases in anxiety, potentially explaining interactive
effects found in some previous work.[14,15]

Because of their excellent temporal resolution, event-
related potentials (ERPs) are also increasingly being
used to index the processing of threatening stimuli in
relation to anxiety.[16] Recently, MacNamara and
Hajcak[17] designed a task similar to that used by
Bishop et al.[12] except that all stimuli were either
neutral or aversive pictures from the International
Affective Picture System (IAPS).[18] On each trial,
participants viewed four pictures arranged in horizon-
tal and vertical pairs, and indicated whether two images
within a pair were the same or different. Fast and
accurate responding was emphasized and stimuli
presented in attended and unattended locations could
be neutral or aversive, whereas in Bishop et al.’s[12]

study only one pair of images could be fearful because
houses are necessarily neutral. To index attention to
emotional stimuli, MacNamara and Hajcak[17] mea-
sured the late positive potential (LPP), a positive-going
parietal ERP that begins around 200 ms following
stimulus onset, and is larger for emotional compared to
neutral pictures and words.[19–25]

Even though the threatening quality of the pictures
was irrelevant to the task, MacNamara and Hajcak[17]

found that aversive pictures elicited larger LPPs than
neutral pictures; however, this pattern was only found
for pictures presented in attended spatial locations.
The absence of an LPP for pictures presented in
unattended locations is in line with previous work
suggesting that the LPP is highly sensitive to manip-
ulations of spatial attention.[26–29] However, aversive
pictures presented in unattended locations were asso-
ciated with more errors and slower reaction times.
Thus, the LPP and behavioral measures may index
different processes: we hypothesize that behavioral
measures reflect relatively low-level interference that
does not depend on the full awareness of stimulus
meaning, in line with the suggestion that attentional
biases may occur relatively automatically.[6,30] On the
other hand, the LPP appears to index increased
attention related to the elaborated processing of
stimulus meaning.[21,31,32]

From the perspective of Eysenck et al.’s[3] attentional
control theory, behavioral interference suggests re-
duced processing effectiveness in the face of threatening
distracters (i.e., reduced success with which a task is
performed), whereas the increased LPP may index
reduced processing efficiency (i.e., increased resources
invested in the task). Importantly, MacNamara and
Hajcak[17] found that state anxiety was uniquely
correlated with an increased LPP to aversive compared
to neutral pictures presented in attended locations.
Because the emotional nature of all images in the
MacNamara and Hajcak[17] task was irrelevant to the
task, the increased LPP to threatening target stimuli
suggested increased attention to the aversive and task-
irrelevant stimulus dimension. These data provided
initial support for the possibility that the LPP could be
used to index increased attention to threatening stimuli
as a function of anxiety. In particular, the increased
LPP to the threatening nature of stimuli may index
impaired processing efficiency in anxiety—a relative
increase in stimulus-driven compared to goal-directed
attention that is not always evident in behavioral
measures of effectiveness.[3]

Although attentional control theory is often dis-
cussed in terms of normative anxiety,[3,33] there are
increasing efforts to understand clinically significant
anxiety in terms of biased attention to threat; for
example, a recent meta-analysis by Bar-Haim et al.[8]

suggested that threat-related biases of a similar
magnitude may be found across several anxiety
disorders. Generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) is a
highly chronic and debilitating disorder associated with
pathological worry, muscle tension, autonomic hyper-
activity, and a level of impairment on par with that of
major depression.[34–36] However, little is known about
the mechanisms underlying GAD, and rates of
response to treatment are poor, particularly in compar-
ison to other anxiety disorders.[37,38] A better under-
standing of the mechanisms causing and maintaining
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GAD could improve treatment outcomes.[39] A small
number of eye-tracking and behavioral studies focusing
on GAD have found evidence of increased attention
toward threat;[40–42] however, one study reported
conflicting results.[43] Far fewer studies have investi-
gated neural response to threatening information in
GAD. Specifically, two fMRI studies failed to find
significant differences in amygdala reactivity to angry
or fearful faces between GAD and control groups;[44,45]

no studies to date have used ERPs to examine
attentional bias to threat in GAD.

This study utilized the same paradigm as in
MacNamara and Hajcak[17] to explore neural and
behavioral biases toward threat among individuals
diagnosed with GAD compared to healthy controls
(HCs). In line with previous work, it was expected that
aversive information would elicit larger LPPs, but only
when presented in attended locations; moreover, it was
predicted that aversive pictures in unattended locations
would negatively impact behavioral performance across
participants.[17] Based on our previous work that
related state anxiety to an increased LPP,[17] it was
expected that the LPP elicited by aversive compared to
neutral pictures in attended locations would be larger
for individuals with GAD.

METHOD

PARTICIPANTS

Fifteen individuals with GAD (2 male) and 15 HCs (4 male)
participated in the study. The mean age for the GAD group was 33.53
years (SD 5 14.74); the HCs had a mean age of 31.73 years
(SD 5 11.20). The average number of years of education was 14.87
(SD 5 2.10) for the GAD group and 15.17 (SD 5 1.79) for the HC
group. Diagnoses were made according to the Structured Clinical
Interview for the DSM-IV (SCID-I/NP).[46] Participants in the GAD
group did not have any other current Axis I diagnoses, with the
exception of specific phobia (two participants). None of the
participants in the GAD group had a current or recent (i.e., within
12 months of study entry) major depressive episode; six had a lifetime
history of a major depressive episode. Participants in the HC group
did not have any current or past Axis I diagnoses, with the exception
of current specific phobia (one participant). For each group, five
diagnostic interviews were recorded for inter-rater reliability assess-
ment; all 10 diagnoses were confirmed by a clinical psychologist
(GH). None of the participants were taking psychotropic medica-
tions, had suffered head injuries or had serious medical conditions.
All participants provided informed consent and were compensated for
their time. The study was approved by the Stony Brook University
Institutional Review Board (IRB).

MATERIALS

Pictures were selected from the IAPS[18] and are reported in
MacNamara and Hajcak.[17] There were 48 aversive pictures (e.g.,
attack scenes, mutilated bodies) and 48 neutral pictures (e.g.,
household objects, neutral faces). Normative ratings[18] indicated
that the aversive pictures were less pleasant and more arousing than
the neutral pictures.[17]

Stimuli were presented on a Pentium D computer, using
Presentation software.[47] Pictures were displayed in color for
250 ms at a size of 293 pixels across by 219 pixels high, or

approximately 1/12 of the total monitor area (1024� 768 pixels;
48.26 cm). Participants were seated approximately 60 cm from the
screen.

Self-reported anxiety and depression levels were measured using
the Mood and Anxiety Symptom Questionnaire (MASQ)—Short
Form.[48,49] The MASQ is a 62-item self-report measure comprising
four subscales, two that index anxiety symptoms: ‘‘Anxious Arousal’’
(17 items) and ‘‘General Distress–Anxiety Symptoms’’ (11 items) and
two that index depressive symptoms: ‘‘Anhedonic Depression’’ (22
items) and ‘‘General Distress–Depressive Symptoms’’ (12 items).
Participants indicate how much each item describes how they have
felt ‘‘during the past week, including today’’ using a 5-point scale
ranging from 1 5 not at all to 5 5 extremely.

PROCEDURE

Participants completed the MASQ;[48] next, they were told that
they would be viewing pictures of varying emotional quality.
Following this, participants were seated and electroencephalograph
sensors (EEG) were attached. All GAD and HC participants
performed multiple tasks in a random order during the experiment;
results of other tasks will be reported elsewhere. Figure 1 depicts the
task reported here, which was identical to that described in
MacNamara and Hajcak[17] In brief, four pictures were presented
simultaneously on each trial—two were positioned to the left and
right, and two were positioned above and below the center of the
screen; participants were told that they would be required to indicate
whether two of the pictures were the same or different. In particular,
participants were told that on some trials, they would make this same/
different decision about the vertical picture pair, and on other trials,
they would make this same/different decision about the horizontal
picture pair. Picture valence (i.e., aversive or neutral) was always the
same in both the horizontal and vertical pairs; in other words, neutral
and aversive pictures were never mixed within the horizontal and
vertical pairs. Before each trial, two white rectangles appeared on a
black background for 1,000 ms and indicated which picture pair (i.e.,
horizontal or vertical) would be the targets for the same/different
decision in the upcoming trial. From here on, stimuli presented in
attended spatial locations will be referred to as ‘‘targets,’’ whereas
those presented in unattended locations will be referred to as
‘‘distracters.’’ There were four trial types: neutral targets paired with
neutral distracters, neutral targets paired with aversive distracters,
aversive targets paired with neutral distracters, and aversive targets
paired with aversive distracters. Participants used the left and right
arrow keys (counterbalanced across participants) to indicate if targets
were identical (‘‘same’’) or different (‘‘different’’); speed and accuracy
of responses were emphasized. The trial ended as soon as a
participant responded or 1,800 ms after picture offset if no response
was made. Participants performed 10 practice trials, followed by 320
experimental trials.

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC RECORDING
AND BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES

An elastic cap and the ActiveTwo BioSemi system[50] were used to
record the continuous EEG. Thirty-four electrode sites (standard 32
channel setup plus Iz and FCz), based on the 10/20 system, were
used, as well as one electrode on each of the left and right mastoids.
Four facial electrodes recorded the electrooculogram generated from
eye blinks and eye movements: vertical eye movements and blinks
were measured with two electrodes placed approximately 1 cm above
and below the right eye; horizontal eye movements were measured
with two electrodes placed approximately 1 cm beyond the outer edge
of each eye. Online data were referenced according to BioSemi’s
design, which replaces the ground electrode used in conventional
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systems with two separate electrodes (the Common Mode Sense
active electrode and the Driven Right Leg passive electrode). These
electrodes form a feedback loop, driving the common mode potential
of the participant down and reducing the effective impedance of the
ground.

ActiView software[50] was used to digitize the EEG data at
1024 Hz. Off-line analyses were performed using Brain Vision
Analyzer software.[51] Data were re-referenced to the average of the
two mastoids and band-pass filtered with low and high cutoffs of 0.1
and 30 Hz, respectively. The EEG was segmented for each trial
beginning 200 ms before picture onset and continuing for 1,200 ms
(1,000 ms beyond picture onset). For each trial, the baseline was
defined as the 200 ms before picture onset. Eye blink and ocular
corrections were made using the method developed by Gratton
et al.[52] Noisy data due to technical problems on isolated electrodes
necessitated the replacement of data from C4 in one subject and Pz in
another subject. Data were interpolated from the closest four
electrodes in each case. Artifact analysis identified a voltage step of
more than 50 mV between sample points, a voltage difference of
300 mV within a trial, and a maximum voltage difference of less than
0.50mV within 100 ms intervals; trials were also inspected visually for
any remaining artifacts. Intervals containing artifacts were rejected
from individual channels in each trial. As in previous work on this
task,[17] the parietal positivity was scored by averaging activity from
400 to 800 ms at four centro-parietal sites where the LPP was
maximal: CP1, CP2, Cz, and Pz.

Four averages (80 trials of each condition) were created for each
participant: neutral targets paired with neutral distracters, neutral
targets paired with aversive distracters, aversive targets paired with
neutral distracters, and aversive targets paired with aversive
distracters. Behavioral data was examined for human or computer
error: only trials associated with a correct response made within
1,800 ms following picture offset were included in the ERP analyses.
Average reaction time per condition was determined as the average

time taken to respond following picture onset on correct trials.
The percentage of correct responses per condition was calculated as
the number of correct trials divided by 80 trials in each condition.

The LPP, reaction time, and percentage of correct trials were
evaluated with a 2 (target location: neutral, aversive)� 2 (distracter
location: neutral, aversive)� 2 (group: HC, GAD) mixed-model
analysis of variance. Statistical analyses were performed using PASW
(Version 17.0) General Linear model software.

RESULTS
PARIETAL POSITIVITY (LPP)

Figure 2 (top) shows the scalp distributions of the
amplitude differences (topographic maps) for aversive
minus neutral targets (left) and aversive minus neutral
distracters (right), across all participants, from 400 to
800 ms following picture onset; and (bottom) grand
average waveforms for each of the four trial types at
centro-parietal sites (i.e., the average of CP1, CP2, Cz,
and Pz), across all participants.

Aversive compared to neutral targets appeared to
elicit larger amplitudes for GAD participants when
presented with neutral distracters. Figure 3 shows the
ERP waveforms for each of the four trial types at
centro-parietal sites for HC (left) and GAD (right)
participants separately. Figure 4 shows the scalp
distributions of voltage differences (topographic maps)
from 400 to 800 ms after picture onset for aversive
minus neutral targets when distracters were neutral
(left column) and aversive (right column). Differences
are shown separately for HC (top row) and GAD

Figure 1. An example of a ‘‘same’’ trial from the task: two horizontal (or vertical) white rectangles were presented on a black background,
directing participants’ attention to the pair of upcoming ‘‘target’’ pictures. Following the onset of four images, participants indicated as
quickly and as accurately as they could whether the pair of target images (those that replaced the rectangles) were identical (‘‘same’’) or
different (‘‘different’’). Fixation crosses are enlarged for illustrative purposes.
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(bottom row) participants. As suggested by Figures 3
and 4, there was a significant three-way interaction
between group, target, and distracter type
(F(1,28) 5 16.74, Po.0005, Z2

p ¼ :37). Bonferroni-cor-
rected independent samples t tests (critical P 5.025)
confirmed that the GAD group had larger increases in
the LPP for aversive compared to neutral targets than
the HC group, but only when distracters were neutral
(t(28) 5 3.16, Po.005); no such difference between
groups was evident when the distracters were aversive
(P4.13). Thus, when distracters were neutral, indivi-
duals with GAD were characterized by a larger
electrocortical response for aversive relative to neutral
targets.

Across groups, aversive compared to neutral pictures
were also associated with a more positive LPP, as has
been found in previous research;[19,22,23,28,31,32,53] this
effect, however, was confined to aversive pictures
presented in attended locations.[17] Thus, the impres-
sion from Figure 2 was confirmed statistically: the LPP
was larger for aversive compared to neutral targets
(F(1,28) 5 33.62, Po.0001, Z2

p ¼ :55; see Table 1 for
means). There was no effect of distracter type and there
were no significant two-way interactions between
target and distracter type, group and target type, or
group and distracter type (all Ps4.09). There was also
no overall difference in LPP amplitude between the
GAD and HC groups (P4.71).

BEHAVIORAL DATA

Participants generally performed well on the task
(M 5 84.8 % correct, SD 5 9.5). The average percent
of correct responses according to condition and
participant group are presented in Table 1. Participants
made significantly more errors on trials with aversive
compared to neutral distracters (F(1,28) 5 26.82,
Po.0001, Z2

p ¼ :49); error rate did not vary for target
type or group and there was no interaction between
target type and group (all Ps4.22). However, an
interaction between group and distracter type
(F(1,28) 5 5.24, Po.03, Z2

p ¼ :16) revealed that com-
pared to the HC group, participants in the GAD group
made significantly more errors when distracters were
aversive. Group, target type, and distracter type did not
interact (P4.80).

Average reaction times per condition and for each
participant group are also presented in Table 1. There
was no effect of distracter (P4.45) or target type
(P4.08) on the speed at which participants performed
the task. In addition, reaction time did not vary by
group and there were no two-way or three-way
interactions between group, target, or distracter type
(all Ps4.08).

Figure 2. Top row: spatial distributions of the amplitude
differences (topographic maps) for aversive minus neutral
targets (top left) and aversive minus neutral distracters (top
right), 400–800 ms after picture onset, across all participants.
Bottom row: grand average waveforms (in lV) in each of the four
conditions at centro-parietal pooling CP1, CP2, Cz, and Pz,
across all participants.

Figure 3. Grand average waveforms (in lV) for HC (left) and GAD (right) participants, in each of the four conditions, at centro-parietal
pooling CP1, CP2, Cz, and Pz.
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MASQ

Average scores and standard deviations for GAD and
HC groups on each of the four subscales of the
MASQ[48] are presented in Table 2. Compared with the
HC group, participants in the GAD group had higher
levels of anxiety (Anxious Arousal: t(28) 5 3.34,
Po.005; General Distress–Anxiety Symptoms:
t(28) 5 4.94, Po.005) and depressive symptoms
(Anhedonic Depression: t(28) 5 2.96, Po.01; General

Distress–Depressive Symptoms: t(28) 5 3.33, Po.005).
To determine the extent to which between-group
differences in the LPP and behavioral results varied
with anxiety and depression level across participants,
bivariate correlations were performed between scores
on the four subscales of the MASQ and each of: (a) the
difference in the LPP to aversive minus neutral targets
paired with neutral distracters and (b) the difference in
the percentage of trials on which participants re-
sponded correctly when distracters were aversive
compared with when they were neutral. Individuals
with greater scores on the General Distress–Anxiety
Symptoms subscale had larger LPPs to aversive
compared with neutral targets when distracters
were neutral (r(30) 5 .40, Po.05); there were no other
significant correlations with the LPP difference
score (all Ps4.23). In addition, greater scores on
the Anhedonic Depression subscale were associated
with a smaller percentage of correct responses on
trials involving aversive compared with neutral dis-
tracters (r(30) 5�.42, Po.05); there were no other
significant correlations with this difference score (all
Ps4.24).

DISCUSSION
In order to more fully examine the nature of

attentional biases toward threat among individuals
with GAD, ERP, and behavioral measures were
recorded following the simultaneous presentation of
both neutral and aversive pictures in attended and
unattended spatial locations. As in previous work,[17]

aversive pictures presented in attended locations

TABLE 1. From top to bottom: mean LPP, percentage of trials on which participants responded correctly and reaction
time (and standard deviations) for participants in the HC and GAD groups, for each condition. From left to right: neutral
targets and neutral distracters; neutral targets and aversive distracters; aversive targets and neutral distracters; and
aversive targets and aversive distracters

Neutral targets
neutral distracters

Neutral targets
aversive distracters

Aversive targets
neutral distracters

Aversive targets
aversive distracters

LPP (mv) HC 5.58 (8.54) 5.88 (8.54) 6.72 (7.43) 8.42 (7.80)
GAD 4.02 (4.67) 5.19 (5.17) 7.63 (4.84) 6.28 (4.93)

Correct trials (%) HC 87.3 (8.0) 85.8 (10.5) 88.1 (9.6) 86.2 (8.6)
GAD 84.3 (8.9) 80.5 (11.2) 85.6 (9.4) 80.6 (9.2)

Reaction time (ms) HC 719 (128) 731 (133) 747 (137) 742 (128)
GAD 790 (165) 802 (179) 795 (177) 796 (163)

TABLE 2. Mean scores (and standard deviations) on each of the four subscales of the MASQ (from left to right):
Anxious Arousal; Anhedonic Depression; General Distress–Anxiety Symptoms; and General Distress–Depressive
Symptoms, for participants in each of the HC (top row) and GAD (bottom row) groups

Anxious Arousal Anhedonic Depression
General Distress–Anxiety

Symptoms
General Distress–Depressive

Symptoms

HC 19.93 (3.82) 49.40 (13.95) 15.07 (4.91) 17.93 (8.26)
GAD 26.13 (6.08) 62.80 (10.61) 24.33 (5.37) 26.80 (6.16)

Figure 4. Spatial distributions of the amplitude differences
(topographic maps) for aversive minus neutral targets on trials
with neutral (left column) and aversive (right column) distrac-
ters, 400–800 ms after picture onset. Differences are shown
separately for HC (top row) and GAD (bottom row) participants.
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elicited increased LPPs across participants. Relative to
the HC group, the GAD group had larger LPPs to
aversive targets when distracters were neutral. On the
other hand, aversive distracters resulted in more errors
across both groups,[17] though this effect was larger in
the GAD group. Together, these results suggest that
behavioral and electrocortical measures might index
separate, but complimentary aspects of attentional bias
toward threat in GAD.

In particular, individuals with GAD demonstrated
greater behavioral interference from aversive distrac-
ters—work that is consistent with some previous
behavioral studies.[40,54] This follows on the suggestion
that anxiety may be characterized by an overactive
stimulus-driven attentional system, which can result in
increased attention to task-irrelevant and aversive
stimuli in the environment.[3] It has been suggested
that anxiety may broaden attention,[11] resulting in
greater attention to threat presented in peripheral
locations.[55] Consequently, aversive distracters in the
present paradigm may have received prioritized pro-
cessing—and this effect may be greater among
individuals with GAD. Importantly, depressive symp-
tomatology as reported on the MASQ (Anhedonic
Depression) was uniquely associated with increased
errors for aversive compared to neutral distracters;
thus, future work might determine the extent to which
dysphoria may contribute to behavioral measures of
attentional biases in GAD.[56]

Although aversive distracters increased error rates,
these trials were not associated with an increased LPP
overall.[17] These data are consistent with previous
work indicating that the emotional modulation of the
LPP is highly sensitive to manipulations of spatial
attention.[17,26–29] In this context, behavioral measures
may be relatively less sensitive to manipulations of
spatial attention; indeed, previous work has shown that
behavioral interference may occur even when aversive
stimuli are presented subliminally.[57–60]

In regards to neural measures of attentional bias,
aversive pictures in attended locations elicited larger
LPPs in GAD compared with control participants—
but only when neutral pictures were presented in
unattended locations. This difference appeared related
specifically to self-reported anxiety across participants:
higher scores on the MASQ (General Distress–Anxiety
Symptoms) were associated with larger LPPs to
aversive compared with neutral targets when distracters
were neutral; this effect was not driven by individual
differences in depression.

Thus, although both control and GAD participants
exhibited larger LPPs to aversive targets, individuals
with GAD had larger LPPs than control participants
when aversive targets were paired with neutral dis-
tracters. One possible explanation of this effect is that
individuals with GAD may have perceived neutral
distracters as more emotionally salient. That is,
although neutral compared to aversive distracters may
be associated with decreased reactivity among participants

low in anxiety, neutral distracters may receive compar-
able processing as aversive distracters for participants
with GAD. This follows on the suggestion by Mogg
and Bradley[5] that anxiety may increase the extent to
which individuals perceive even relatively innocuous
stimuli as aversive.

On the other hand, the behavioral results suggest
that aversive distracters had a greater impact on
performance for GAD compared to control partici-
pants. Therefore, another possibility is that indivi-
duals with GAD may have allocated greater processing
resources to aversive information in target locations,
but only when there was relatively little competition
for attention from pictures in unattended locations.
In other words, participants with GAD may have
had insufficient resources to engage in the amplified
processing of aversive targets when paired with
aversive distracters; when distracters were neutral
and commanded less attention, individuals with
GAD might have had more processing resources to
devote to the threatening nature of aversive targets.

Interestingly, aversive targets did not impact beha-
vioral measures. Several studies have similarly found
that ERPs may index processing biases in anxiety even
when behavioral responses do not.[16–17,61–64] In fact,
previous work suggests that a variety of intermediary
factors may determine whether attentional biases
impact behavior. For example, work by Derryberry
and Reed[65] demonstrated that only anxious indivi-
duals with low levels of attentional control exhibited
behavioral interference from aversive stimuli. In the
context of attentional control theory, anxiety should
have a more consistent impact on processing efficiency
than processing effectiveness.[3] During the majority of
tasks, attentional biases would be expected to increase
the resources consumed by the task, whereas behavioral
performance might be impacted in some, but not all
cases.[3] In terms of the present paradigm, the LPP and
behavioral results could be understood in terms of
processing efficiency and effectiveness, respectively. The
LPP may provide an index of increased engagement of
the stimulus-driven attentional system in anxiety—even
when these effects do not modulate task performance.
In other words, larger LPPs may suggest greater
expenditure of attentional resources on task-irrelevant
stimulus dimensions, and therefore, reflect reduced
processing efficiency among individuals with GAD. On
the other hand, behavioral measures track the effects of
decreased attentional control on task execution (i.e.,
processing effectiveness). Thus, this study, by examining
both ERP and behavioral measures, suggests that
individuals with GAD are characterized by reduced
processing efficiency and decreased processing effec-
tiveness, respectively.

To better understand the mechanisms underlying
reduced processing efficiency and effectiveness in
GAD, future work may benefit by parsing the
contributions of initial orientation, avoidance, disen-
gagement, and set-shifting to attentional biases, as has
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been initiated in nonclinical samples.[9,10,66] For
example, researchers using the dot-probe task have
measured reaction times to targets that appear in place
of threatening (‘‘threat congruent’’) versus neutral
stimuli (‘‘threat incongruent’’), compared with a
neutral baseline (when targets replace one of two
neutral stimuli) in order to derive indices of initial
attention toward and disengagement from threatening
stimuli, respectively.[67] Recent results from this
work have suggested that anxiety may primarily be
characterized difficulty disengaging from as opposed
to increased initial attention toward threatening
stimuli.[10,68–70] These paradigms could be extended
to individuals with GAD and could be supplemented
by measurement of the LPP, which appears to index
different facets of attentional bias than behavioral
measures. Eye-tracking, especially in the context of
longer stimulus presentation, may also be useful in
future studies aimed at differentiating attention toward
versus disengagement from threatening stimuli in
GAD.

In addition to examining the effect of anxiety on
attentional bias to external aversive stimuli, future work
might also examine attention to internal aversive
stimuli (e.g., worry) and related consequences for
processing efficiency and effectiveness.[3] Worry is a
hallmark of GAD, and it is possible that increased
attention toward worrying thoughts may have had
additive or interactive effects on neural response to
external aversive stimuli. Future work could test this
hypothesis by measuring levels of worrying thoughts
just before task performance, or by manipulating levels
of worry experimentally. Some work has been done in
this regard—for example, Oathes et al.[71] found that
compared with control participants, individuals with
GAD exhibited greater posterior gamma activation
following a worry manipulation. Interestingly, gamma
response at these same sites was also decreased in
individuals with GAD following successful treatment.

As suggested by Mennin[72] individuals with GAD
may be particularly sensitive to emotional or aversive
information, and may benefit from therapy aimed at
improving emotion regulation skills. Based on the
present results, the LPP and behavioral response could
be used to measure initial attention to aversive stimuli,
as well as declines in attentional biases toward threat
following treatment. Moreover, the emotion regulation
skills of individuals with GAD could be evaluated both
before and after treatment, using the LPP.[21,32,73–75]

Thus, in addition to characterizing potential etiological
and maintaining factors in GAD, LPP, and behavioral
indices of attentional bias toward threat may eventually
prove useful in evaluating treatment progress and
outcome in GAD.
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